Quantum cluster theory for the polarizable continuum model. I. The CCSD level with analytical first and second derivatives.
We present a general formulation of the coupled-cluster (CC) theory for a molecular solute described within the framework of the polarizable continuum model (PCM). The PCM-CC theory is derived in its complete form, called PTDE scheme, in which the correlated electronic density is used to have a self-consistent reaction field, and in an approximate form, called PTE scheme, in which the PCM-CC equations are solved assuming the fixed Hartree-Fock solvent reaction field. Explicit forms for the PCM-CC-PTDE equations are derived at the single and double (CCSD) excitation level of the cluster operator. At the same level, explicit equations for the analytical first derivatives of the PCM basic energy functional are presented, and analytical second derivatives are also discussed. The corresponding PCM-CCSD-PTE equations are given as a special case of the full theory.